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MORNING BRIEF
• Hill+Knowlton appoints director to
coordinate national cannabis practice
David Granovsky became director of government relations at the Canadian Horns Builders' Association (CHBA) in January.
Alana Lavoie joined the CHBA as director of urban affairs in October. Representatives from the CHBA will be on the Hill for a
lobby day Feb. 26 (Photos courtesy of the CHBA)
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HILL+KNOWLTON APPOINTS DIRECTOR

TO COORDINATE NATIONAL CANNABIS

Representatives from the Canadian Home Builders' Association (CHBA) will be advocating

PRACTICE: The growing number of...

on the Hill this month for solutions to housing affordability, an issue dear to one of the
country's largest voting demographics.
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• Export Action Global president registers
after finishing five-year ban

CHBA's annual lobby day will bring about 40 of its members from across Canada to the Hill on
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Feb. 26. The main focus of conversation will be on how to make it easier for millennials, or

EXPORT ACTION GLOBAL PRESIDENT
REGISTERS AFTER FINISHING FIVE-YEAR

people between the ages of 18 and 38, to become first-time homebuyers.

BAN: Adam Taylor, president...

By the time the federal election arrives in October, millennials will make up the largest group

VIEW

of eligible voters in Canada, according to Abacus Data, a Canadian polling and marketing

• Lobbying activity may surge as Budget

research firm. About six in 10 people in that age range rated housing affordability as a top or

2019 comes around
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very high priority in a national survey of 2,500 millennials the firm conducted last spring.

LOBBY ACTIVITY MAY SURGE AS
"I have friends right now in Toronto who are having difficulty entering the home ownership

BUDGET 2019 COMES AROUND: A spike

market," said David Granovsky, CHBA's new director of government relations. "It's an issue

in...
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that's close to home for many Canadians."
• Toronto after federal funds for apartment
retrofits, Apple and the Pokemon Company
add consultants
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The housing issue ranked higher as a priority for those in the Abacus survey than issues such
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as government spending, tax reduction, prescription drug prices or climate change.

TORONTO AFTER FEDERAL FUNDS FOR

APARTMENT RETROFITS, APPLE AND
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When asked whom the CHBA members plan on meeting with during that lobby day, AIana
Lavoie, CHBA's director of urban affairs, declined to name any parliamentarians before
meetings were confirmed.
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• Health advocates take to Hill for
pharmacare push

"We're still waiting to see that everything is locked in," she said. "We want our members to
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have the opportunity to talk to as many parliamentarians as possible."

HEALTH ADVOCATES TAKE TO HILL FOR
PHARMACARE PUSH: More than 100

Lavoie said there are "a variety of pressures" that contributes to high housing costs, but one

public...

key issue is mortgage rules.
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In early 2018, new rules were introduced by the federal government that required applicants
for home ownership to prove the ability to make payments at two per cent above the
contracted rate - even if they can make a 20 per cent down payment and don't need
mortgage insurance.
CHBA has called for a repeal of these so-called B-20 stress tests. Critics of the tests,
including Mattamy Homes Canada, have_argued that the overheated housing markets in
some of Canada's largest cities have cooled down since their introduction, so the tests are
unnecessary at this point.
Granovsky and Lavoie are both recent additions to the CHBA team. Granovsky, previously a
government relations lead for the Canadian Nurses Association, joined CHBA on Jan.14.
Lavoie, a former manager of policy and research with the Federation of Canadian
Municipalities, joined in October.
Both have registered to lobby on behalf of CHBA. The senior officer on the organization's file
is CEO Kevin Lee, the federal lobbyists' registry shows.
Granovsky's experience in the housing sector includes almost seven years as government
relations co-ordinator with the Co-Operative Housing Federation of Canada.

Lavoie is also the former practice lead of public affairs with Engineers Canada, and the
former vice-president of government relations with the Canadian Trucking Alliance. She
served in several roles within the Ontario government, including as senior advisor to former
minister of Natural Resources Donna Cansfield and as a special assistant to minister of
Energy Dwight Duncan, during the Liberal government under former Ontario premier Dalton
McGuinty.
"I'm quite committed to ensuring I'm working on issues that are helping to build Canadian
communities. CHBA felt like a great fit," said Lavoie. "[Affordable housing] is an issue touching
everyone across the country no matter where you are geographically,"
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